Chevron fire exposes unsafe crude switch

Chevron’s August 2012 Richmond refinery fire that injured six workers and sent 15,124 residents to the hospital spotlights a growing safety threat. Refining “dirtier” crude oil—in this case crude that has more sulfur—increases already serious chemical incident risks. Consider these events:

2005: The Richmond crude feedstock begins to exceed 1.25% sulfur consistently in an ongoing switch to higher sulfur crude oil.

January 2007: A fire caused by leaving a pipe in the wrong kind of service reveals corrosion by sulfur in the crude unit.

Mar–Jun 2008: CBE warns higher sulfur crude is increasing corrosion, flaring, and refinery-wide incident risk at Richmond.

May 2009: Industry self-guidance warns of increased corrosion risk at refineries that switch to higher sulfur crude.

Oct–Nov 2011: Corrosion by sulfur is found in the Richmond crude unit gas oil line that later fails in the August 2012 fire and part of this pipe is replaced, as fires that appear to have different causes occur in the Richmond lube and crude units.

Nov 2011–Jan 2012: Workers warn that Chevron ignores widespread and accelerating corrosion following the Richmond refinery’s switch to higher sulfur crude.

6 August 2012: Part of the corroded crude unit gas oil pipe that was left in place during Oct–Nov 2011 is found leaking. Chevron
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keeps running the leaking unit for hours until the pipe ruptures as its insulation is removed. The rupture spews hot gas oil that forms a vapor plume workers barely escape before it ignites in a disastrous fire.¹⁷

**11 September 2012:** Inspection finds that the ruptured pipe section had lost 80% of its thickness to corrosion.⁷

**25 September 2012:** Chevron admits it had reason to suspect corrosion by sulfur from its crude in the pipe that failed on 6 August.⁶,¹¹

**December 2012:** Analysis confirms sulfur corroded the pipe that failed on 6 August.⁸

**February 2013:** Despite these events, Chevron still seeks permits for a project at Richmond to enable processing crude with up to 3% sulfur—twice as much as the refinery’s current 1.5% sulfur crude feed.³

Refining dirtier crude makes an industry where government oversight has too frequently been unable to prevent catastrophic chemical spills, fires, and explosions even more dangerous. Refiners should not switch to dirtier crude feedstock when less hazardous options are available. Community and worker health and safety depend on it.
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